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DIGITALEUROPE Position on transaction amount
tolerance for dynamic linking in the context of
Strong Customer Authentication
Introduction
DIGITALEUROPE, along with its members, is committed to the creation and
enablement of a digital future for European consumers and businesses in which
safety and security plays a crucial role. DIGITALEUROPE is a strong supporter of
the Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) requirements in the digital payment
space, as it aims to strengthen the security, and with it the foundations, of the
increasingly relevant electronic payments, especially in online commerce.
As with every groundbreaking and visionary regulation, it needs to be aligned with
market realities and business practices in order to bring its intended benefits while
at the same time ensuring business continuity and high quality of user experience.
It is for this reason that DIGITALEUROPE would like to bring to the attention
technical challenges during the implementation of the dynamic linking requirement
in the context of SCA. Obliging consumers to authenticate their credit card
purchases for a second time risk creating inconveniences for consumers and
increase costs for merchants. Our paper offers an alternative approach to second
authentication where we believe will protect the security of the transaction, protect
the consumer’s right, and avoid lost sales for merchants and in distrust in ecommerce and electronic payments for consumers.

Transaction amount tolerance
The regulation on SCA requires that, for remote transactions, the authentication
code is specific to the transaction amount and payee (Article 5(1)(b) RTS). The
RTS also require that “any change to the amount or the payee results in the
invalidation of the authentication code generated” (Article 5(1)(d) RTS).
DIGITALEUROPE would like to bring to attention that the above requirement
poses significant technical challenges for card-based transactions for which the
final amount of the transaction is unknown at the time of authentication. In current
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business practice, this might be the case for online grocery shopping, shipping and
miscellaneous charges, and currency conversion, among others.
For example, in case of the online purchase of groceries, a consumer may typically
authenticate for a provisional amount, and agree to the final amount increasing on
the basis of the actual weight of the groceries. The consumer may also agree to
additions to basket, or replacement of out-of-stock products, which would typically
alter the final amount of the transaction. Requiring the consumer to authenticate
for a second time when the final amount is determined would create
inconveniences for consumers and increase costs for merchants, as the consumer
might be unable to conveniently authenticate for a second time (for example due
to being offline at the time of the second authentication requirement). If the
consumer delays logging on the merchant website to authenticate for a second
time, or does not eventually authenticate, the purchase or shipping will be delayed
or aborted. This would result in lost sales for merchants and in distrust in ecommerce and electronic payments for consumers.
Requiring the consumer to authenticate for a second time will also not increase
security. The consumer has already authenticated the transaction once. The
transaction is therefore legitimate and secure. To our understanding, the dynamic
linking requirement was created to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks in a credit
transfer environment. Man-in-the-middle attacks are virtually impossible in a card
environment. The EMV 3DS cryptogram (authentication code) cannot be
intercepted, forged or re-used for a different fraudulent transaction. EMV 3DS
ensures confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of the cryptogram for the entire
transaction flow, ensuring cardholder protection against man-in-the-middle
attacks. A second authentication by the cardholder is therefore redundant from a
security perspective.
DIGITALEUROPE believes that the issue is therefore not about security under
Article 97 PSD2, but about consent to the incremental amount under the consumer
rights of PSD2. Article 76(1) PSD2 envisages that for transactions for which the
final amount is unknown the final amount may vary, and the payer is entitled to a
refund if the final amount exceeds what s/he could reasonably have
expected. Therefore, if the consumer has already authenticated and consented to
the final amount increasing after authentication, and this increase is within the
consumer’s reasonable expectations, a second authentication by the consumer is
redundant from a consumer rights perspective.
For these reasons, we believe that a sensible approach for transactions for which
the final transaction amount is unknown is that the final amount may be higher than
the amount authenticated, without a separate authentication for the incremental
amount being required, if both of the two following conditions are met:
(1) The consumer has consented to the final amount increasing after
authentication.
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(2) The increase does not exceed the consumer’s reasonable expectations
within the meaning of Article 76(1) PSD2.
If either condition is not met, a separate authentication for the incremental amount
will be required.
Finally, please note that the pre-authorization model envisaged by Article 75 PSD2
does not provide a convenient solution. With pre-authorization, the consumer is
generally required to authenticate the expected transaction amount plus a certain
margin. The funds are blocked on the consumer’s account until the issuer is
informed of the exact final amount (and at the latest immediately after receipt of
the payment order). This may result in the consumer’s funds being blocked for
several days. During this period, the availability of funds on the card may be
significantly reduced or even zeroed. This may result in serious inconveniences
for the consumer.
DIGITALEUROPE appreciates this topic and the above comments being
considered, and we are open to further discussions in order to find a sensible
solution for European digital commerce.
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About DIGITALEUROPE
DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include
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associations from every part of Europe. DIGITALEUROPE wants European businesses and
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world’s best digital technology companies. DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry participation in
the development and implementation of EU policies.
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